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here was a time when India to Hollywood meant 

the Taj Mahal. How times have changed. The 

clichéd frames of India depicted in American 

movies have shifted from this monumental marvel to the 

bustling streets of its north, the meditative charm of its 

west, the mystic calm of its east and the cultural soul of its 

south. India is a land of stories; diverse and abounding in 

opportunities for both the creative and the business 

minded. Little wonder then that Hollywood studios are 

taking more interest in Indian characters, Indian actors, 

Indian storylines and even in the regular Indian moviegoer 

from tier-2 and tier-3 towns. After all, with 15 plus regional 

film industries put together, the Indian film industry, 

known in recent years as Indywood, has a potential of $10 

billion!

A whooping figure yes, and at All Lights, we couldn't be 

more delighted by this latest version of 'West Meets East'. 

This emerging trend only highlights a better understanding 

of both the American and Indian film economies by the 

industry's stakeholders. India produces the most number of 

movies in a year, and has in recent years drawn inspiration 

from Hollywood when it comes to implementing cutting 

edge technologies. Hollywood has in return, ramped up its 
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distribution strategy in India and given a healthy run to 

regional movies at the Indian box-office. As the world comes 

closer in this digital age, its two biggest film economies are 

taking the right step forward in their effort to learn from 

each other. 

In this latest edition of All Lights Film Magazine, we focus 

on this collaborative spirit of the American and Indian film 

industries. We have also lined up an exclusive story on the 

world's biggest film carnival- the Indywood Film Carnival, 

along with insights on how to enter the Indian film market. 

Plus we bring you a few focus interviews on film 

destinations in Europe and Asia that are worth exploring.

We hope this edition is useful for you in more ways than 

one. Meanwhile, do enjoy Santa Monica & the creative 

positivity at AFM. 

Here's wishing all you cinema aficionados our best wishes, 

as we enter the year-ending holiday season.
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ovember is undoubtedly a 

magical month of lights and 

festivities filled with optimism 

and enthusiasm. But for film buffs, it is 

much more than that. With the arrival of 

Sweet November, Santa Monica's Loews 

Hotel bustles with energy and excitement 

as one of the biggest and most 

anticipated events of the year takes place 

here: the American Film Market. 

Produced by the Independent Film & 

Television Alliance, the American Film 

Market (AFM) has become a sacred place 

for film business, where people from all 

parts of the world and all walks of the 

industry come together to join this 

unique business and collaborative 

process.

Scheduled from November 1 - 8, AFM has 

expanded its reach immensely to become 

a must-attend industry event where 

professionals conduct business, 

production and distribution deals. A 

perfect place for movies ranging from big 

budget blockbusters to lower budget art 

and genre films, the AFM continues to 

enthral its visitors as a pivotal 

destination for independent filmmakers 

and business people from all over the 

world.

In its 37th edition last year, the AFM was 

host to over 7000 attendees, including 

1,517 buyers from 734 registered 

companies from over 68 countries. The 

event saw an increased presence from 

U.K., Italy and China. Exhibitor 

attendance included 2,516 executives 

from 366 exhibiting companies from 32 

countries. Overall industry attendees, 

non-buyers and sellers including 

Attorneys, Bankers, Festivals, Film 

Commissions, Filmmakers, Financiers, 

Post Production Facilities, Producers, 

Studio Facilities, Writers, Press and 

Guests finished at 2,990. The AFM 

Conferences and Roundtables presented 

85 speakers throughout the 21 sessions 

and screened 301 films with 248 Market 

Premieres, 65 World Premieres and a 

total of 415 screenings in Santa Monica.

2017 Additions
Bringing in a lot of new changes, this 

year's American Film Market readies 

itself to provide that extra edge to its 

attendees. 

• The announcement of LocationEXPO is 

one such development, which attendees 

are quite eager to explore. Providing both 

face-to-face and online platforms, 

LocationEXPO will connect Film 

Commissions, production facilities and 

services with 7,000+ producers, 

distributors and industry professionals 

during AFM, and more than 100,000 film 

and television professionals year-round. 

This year, AFM will witness film 

Commissions from more than 50 

countries, including, among others, the 

Colombian Film Commission, FilmLA, 

Mexican Film Commission, Panama Film 

Commission, Spain ICEX, Taipei Film 

Commission, Thai Trade Center, West 

Virginia Film Office and the New Zealand 

Film Commission. 

• The AFM will also introduce its online 

screening platform, 'AFM Screenings On 

Demand' in advance of this year's 

market. This new platform will provide 

sales agents the opportunity to screen 

their films privately for buyers before, 

during and after the AFM. The screenings 

will run from October 23 through March 

31, 2018, a week ahead of Hong Kong 

Filmart. AFM Screenings On Demand will 

use SHIFT72's technology to provide 

studio approved Digital Rights 

Management and anti-piracy tools to 

securely stream premium content in HD.

• Continuing to amplify the educational 

content at the market, AFM will also 

introduce a special 'Writers Workshop' 

for its attendees, which will serve as a 

learning platform for screenwriters 

across the world. These workshops will 

be conducted by top university 

professionals, including some from USC 

and UCLA, from November 5 through 

November 6. Topics will include: You Had 

Me at Page One by Pilar Alessandra, 

Instructor/Consultant, On the Page; The 

Art of Cinematic Storytelling: 

Transforming Your Premise into an 

Engaging Screenplay by Steven Wolfson, 

UCLA; ReVision: Seeing Your Script with 

New Eyes by Ken LaZebnik, Instructor, 

USC; Director, Stephens College MFA in 

Screenwriting; Writing Compelling 

Image Credit : P. Stah
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Characters by Billy Mernit, UCLA 

Instructor & Universal Studio Story 

Analyst and many more.

Apart from the new additions, AFM will 

continue with its ever-popular programs 

for its attendees. Providing knowledge, 

insight, access and opportunity to hear 

from industry experts, thought leaders 

and decision makers, the AFM 

Conference Series will run from 

November 3 through November 7.

The series session will include: the 

Finance Conference on November 3, 

which will deal with topics including The 

Future of Global Film Finance and 

Spotlight sessions; the Pitch conference 

on November 4, which will deal with 

topics of Pitching Essentials and The 2-

Minute Pitches; the Finance conference 

on November 5 dealing with topics 

including Producing Studio Films with 

Independent Budgets and The Film 

Finance Matrix: From Script to Screen; 

the Production conference on November 

6 with topics including Producing for the 

Pre-Sales Marketplace; and the What 

They Want: Inside the Major Studios and 

Distribution Conference on November 7 

with topics including Working with Sales 

Agents and The Future of Video On 

Demand.

This year again, the AFM has come up 

with many more unique sections and 

interesting ideas to strike the right chord 

amongst its audiences. The AFM 

Roundtables will now have open ended 

discussions on specialized topics 

including The Changing Hong Kong 

Movie Scene: What is New, How and 

Why?; Building A Future For LGBTQ Film; 

The Passion of the Film: Reaching the 

Faith Community; The Future is Female; 

Distributing & Monetizing Feature 

Documentaries and Working with the 

U.S. Guilds. 

The AFM has a set of unique sessions for 

all people from different arenas of the 

industry. These partner events are AFM's 

unique way of letting participants 

connect within the film community. This 

year's special events include: NIFS 

Finance Summit; Engage: Navigating 

Hollywood's Shifting Landscape; Shoot 

the Book! LA: French Publishers Present 

Original Literary Works with Film 

Adaptation Potential; NIFS Distribution 

Summit; NIFS Production Summit and 

Talent Spotlight; Romania Welcomes 

Hollywood and How to Get the Best 

Music For Your Project and Save Time & 

Money.

The AFM will also host Orientation 

sessions and Carousel Cocktails to 

provide a unique and memorable 

experience to participate, connect, learn 

and relax. 

AFI FEST, a celebration of international 

cinema from modern masters and 

emerging filmmakers is also being 

scheduled from November 9 - 16. The 

festival will feature red-carpet galas, 

special screenings, conversations and 

tributes.

Dedicated to protecting and 

strengthening industry ties and its 

members' ability to collaborate, the 

American Film Market has become an 

important part of this ever changing and 

challenging industry. This is the only 

marketplace which has attracted people 

from around the globe and encouraged 

them to keep entertaining the world with 

their crazy ideas and ideals. Keeping in 

pace with its set standards, the AFM has 

never once failed the expectations of its 

attendees, visitors and collaborators. We 

hope AFM keeps growing and expanding 

to be the perfect one stop shop for all our 

film needs.

Come November, let's join the largest 

international film market where global 

connections open unlimited possibilities. 

Whatever segment of the film industry 

you work in, AFM is a must- attend event 

because in Hollywood, one meeting can 

define a career. So what are you waiting 

for, get ready to head to the most 

happening destination - Los Angeles!

American Film Market
At the 'Heart' of Film Business

AMERICAN FILM MARKET
NOVEMBER 1 - 8, 2017,  SANTA MONICA

N
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Directed by Andy Muschietti, 'IT', the American supernatural movie based on Stephen King's novel of the 

same name has grossed over $558 million worldwide against a production budget of $35 million. It got an 

opening of $123.1 million, setting the record for largest opening weekend for both a September release and 

a horror film. This was also the second-biggest debut for an R-rated film behind Deadpool ($132.4 million). 

The movie has received positive response from critics as well as cult horror lovers across the world for fine 

performances by the cast, as well as for its musical score, direction and cinematography. Unadjusted for 

inflation, it is the highest grossing horror film in history.

W O R L D   C I N E M A
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W O R L D   C I N E M A

Disney's Buena Vista Pictures and Universal are teaming up for M. Night 

Shyamalan's Glass, a sequel of 'Unbreakable' / 'Split'. Way back in 2000, 

Unbreakable was distributed by Disney while Split which released in 2017 

was distributed by Universal. Split turned out to be a relatively good hit 

grossing $138 million in the domestic market, and $276m worldwide on a 

$9m budget. The filming of 'Glass' shall kick off in the month of October. 

The movie will be released by January 2019. According to the latest 

announcement, Universal shall handle the domestic release of the movie 

while Disney shall look into its overseas distribution.

The much awaited sequel of the high octane action movie franchise, Fast and Furious, has 

been pushed to 2020 taking the spot of Universal's hit animation franchise, Trolls 2. Allegedly, 

Universal had planned a spinoff of the movie with Johnson and Jason Statham. It is possible 

that the spinoff shall hence be released in 2019. Another reason for pushing back the date 

could be that there is no director yet on board and the cast is still in talks for their return to 

the franchise.

The Motion Picture Association of America has found during its audit that almost 9 % of 

ticket sales due to Hollywood studios in 2016, amounting to at least $40 million, went 

unreported in China. The audit was reportedly conducted by Pricewaterhouse Coopers on 

behalf of MPAA. International film studios are currently entitled to a 25% share of box-

office revenue in China, and the U.S. studios' films officially grossed $1.87 billion 

there last year - which leaves a take-home of about $470 million. PWC reviewed 

Hollywood's 29 biggest movies released in China in 2016, and investigated 125 

screens run by 27 different cinema chains in cities large and small across the 

country. Results of these investigations were then used to generate 

estimates for China's 43,000-plus screens.

If there's specific resistance to women 

making movies, I just choose to ignore that 

as an obstacle for two reasons: I can't 

change my gender, and I refuse to stop 

making movies.

Mega distributors come together for 
M. Night Shyamalan's Glass

Fast and Furious release
date pushed to 2020

HOLLYWOOD Ticket sales underreported 
in China, as found by MPAA

 'IT' becomes highest horror 
grosser at $558 million 

- KATHRYN BIGELOW, 
Oscar Winner, 

Director

* Courtesy World Film Society
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Hollywood's 29 biggest movies released in China in 2016, and investigated 125 

screens run by 27 different cinema chains in cities large and small across the 

country. Results of these investigations were then used to generate 

estimates for China's 43,000-plus screens.

If there's specific resistance to women 

making movies, I just choose to ignore that 

as an obstacle for two reasons: I can't 

change my gender, and I refuse to stop 

making movies.

Mega distributors come together for 
M. Night Shyamalan's Glass

Fast and Furious release
date pushed to 2020

HOLLYWOOD Ticket sales underreported 
in China, as found by MPAA

 'IT' becomes highest horror 
grosser at $558 million 

- KATHRYN BIGELOW, 
Oscar Winner, 

Director

* Courtesy World Film Society



In an indication of things to come, World Film Society, a non-profit organization that aims to 

unite area theaters, arts presenters, granting organizations, educational institutions and film 

unions worldwide, has joined hands with the prestigious Indywood Film Carnival held 

annually at Hyderabad, India. Recently, WFS also inked agreements with IMAGINA PICTURES 

S.A., Association of Producers of Ukraine (APU), Animation South Africa, Film Development 

Board, Nepal, Screen Facilities Scotland, International Wildlife Film Festival, World Woman 

Foundation and China Film Insider among others, raising the count of its supporting members 

to nearly 150. 

STX Entertainment, owned by Robert 

Simonds is planning to raise around 

$500 million through an IPO in Hong 

Kong. The listing will value the 

company at $3.5 billion. STX's reason 

for pursuing a listing in Hong Kong 

instead of New York is because 

valuations in the Asian city tend to 

be higher, administration costs are 

far lower and the company wants to be more accessible to its many investors and 

relationships in China.

One of STX's earliest large investors was Chinese investment fund Hony Capital. Other 

investors include Chinese film studio Huayi Bros. Media Corp and Chinese internet giant 

Tencent Holdings and Hong Kong telecom company PCCW. 

STX's next release is The Foreigner, which stars Pierce Brosnan and Jackie Chan in lead 

roles. It also has in various states of production several feature films, such as Aaron 

Sorkin's Molly's Game and A Bad Moms Christmas. 

The OTT video market in India which was nearly USD 210 million in 2016 is set to grow at a CAGR of 

over 80 per cent till 2020. India currently has around 220-250 million smartphones and this is expected to 

cross 500 million by 2020. The entry of global players like Amazon Prime Video India and Netflix have 

raised the stakes of content produced in foreign countries in English. To add to this, the average Internet 

speed in India has risen in recent times, spurring growth in the Over-The-Top (OTT) sphere which is 

expected to cross 100 million unique monthly users by 2020. 

Foreign giants like Netflix and Amazon are spread across continents and have an enviable collection of both 

content and subscribers. Indian users looking for high-quality entertainment content in English turn to 

them, while Indian players have carved a niche for themselves thanks to their hold of regional content. 
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"I listen to everyone's opinion. 
I think not listening is the problem. Script writers 
and film-makers have their ears blocked with ego. 

Even otherwise as a 
society we don't listen"

UniFrance has announced that as of September 2017, French films have already 

surpassed the 40 million admissions mark in theaters outside France, which is 

equivalent to the figure registered for the whole of 2016. These encouraging results 

can be attributed to the strong performance of films of very varied styles and 

genres, spread across many different markets.

In the domestic market, France's National Cinema Centre (CNC) has released data 

showing a rise of 3% in French cinema admissions as compared to 2016. The 

figure which translates to 213 million is France's second highest number of 

theatrical entries in 50 years. US animation and action pictures 

dominated the box office chart with Disney in particular making its 

mark. A total of 700 new films were released theatrically in France in 

2016. 

French cinema viewership 
on an upswing

World Film Society 
raises its profile

STX Progressing Towards 
Hong Kong IPO

OTT providers look to tap 
500 million strong Indian 

user base

- FATIH AKIN, 
German Film Director,

Turkish Origin.
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Willard Tobe Hooper 

(January 25, 1943 - August 26, 2017) 

Hooper was an American director and 

screenwriter mostly recognized for the 

films, The Texas Chain Saw Massacre 

(1974), and Poltergeist (1982), which 

received three Academy Award 

nominations.

Thomas Beach Alter 
(22 June 1950 - 29 September 2017)

Known for his work in Hindi cinema and 

Indian theatre, Tom Alter was an Indian 

actor of American descent. In 2008, he 

was awarded the Padma Shri by the 

Government of India in recognition for 

his services to the field of arts and 

cinema.

T R I B U T E

Martin Landau 
(June 20, 1928 - July 15, 2017) 

Oscar and Golden Globe winner Martin 

Landau started his career in showbiz as a 

cartoonist. He is best known for playing 

the role of Rollin Hand in the TV series 

Mission: Impossible and Bela Lugosi in 

the film Ed Wood. 

Bill Paxton 

(May 17, 1955 - Feb. 25, 2017) 

Bill Paxton was an American film actor 

and Emmy award nominee best known 

for his roles in popular movies such as 

The Terminator, Aliens and Titanic.

Om Prakash Puri 
(18 October 1950 - 6 January 2017)

Om Puri is an Indian actor who is known 

most for his works in both commercial as 

well as art cinema. Besides being a 

popular actor in the Indian cinema arena, 

he also gained popularity in Hollywood 

through his roles in East is East and The 

Hundred Foot Journey.

Andreas M. Schmidt 
(23 November 1963 - 28 September 2017) 

Andreas was a German screen actor and 

theatre director. During his thirty-year 

career, he appeared in over 130 film and 

television productions. 

George Romero 
(Feb. 4, 1940 - July 16, 2017) 

Popularly known as the father of the 

modern-day zombie, Romero is best 

known as the director of the Night of the 

Living Dead, one of the most celebrated 

American horror films.

John Heard 
(March 7, 1946 - July 21, 2017) 

 John Heard is an American actor mostly 

remembered for his memorable role as 

Peter McCallister in Home Alone and 

Home Alone 2: Lost in New York. Besides 

his character roles on the big screen he 

has also been a part of interesting roles 

from Broadway to the small screen for 

the last 40 years.

Sir Roger Moore 
(Oct. 14, 1927 - May 23, 2017) 

 Roger made his debut as a suave and 

sophisticated British secret agent James 

Bond in Live and Let Die (1973). Six films 

later, his final appearance as 007 was in 

1985's A View to a Kill. For his charitable 

endeavours for UNICEF, he was made the 

goodwill ambassador in 1991, 

Commander of the British Empire in 

1999 and promoted to Knight 

Commander in 2003.

Antonio Isasi-Isasmendi 

Lasa 
(22 March 1927 - 28 September 2017) 

Antonio was a Spanish film director and 

producer. He founded his own 

production company Producciones Isasi 

in 1995 in Barcelona. His notable works 

include Scaramouche (The Adventures of 

Scaramouche) in 1963 and Estambul 65 

(That Man in Istanbul) in 1965. He 

directed 13 feature films, wrote eleven 

and produced eight.

Gastone Moschin 
(8 June 1929 - 4 September 2017) 

 Gastone was an Italian actor whose most 

famous role is that of Rambaldo Melandri 

in the Amici miei film series (1975-1985). 

Moschin is also well known for playing 

the role of Don Fanucci in The Godfather 

Part II.

John Hurt 
(Jan. 22, 1940 - Jan. 25, 2017) 

 John is a British actor best known for his 

roles as John Merrick in David Lynch's 

1980 movie, The Elephant Man, Kane in 

Ridley Scott's Alien (1979) and Max in 

Alan Parker's 1978 movie Midnight 

Express.

2017 saw several 

leading industry lights 

pass away. From Om 

Puri to Sir Roger 

Moore, we had to say 

farewell to some of the 

most renowned and 

respected cinematic 

figures who inspired 

many generations with 

their work.

Here is a brief look at 

some of the shocking 

celebrity losses of the 

film industry in 2017 

and their inspiring 

careers. 

ALL LIGHTS | NOVEMBER 2017 ALL LIGHTS | NOVEMBER 2017

Famous Faces 
gone too soon
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Romanticizing the World's Fastest Growing Film EconomyRomanticizing the World's Fastest Growing Film EconomyRomanticizing the World's Fastest Growing Film EconomyRomanticizing the World's Fastest Growing Film Economy

n the 1970s, India cinema overtook Hollywood as the world's largest film 

producer. Cut to the present. India produces nearly 3000 movies annually 

across its 15+ regional film industries. More than China and America put 

together. 

The size of the organized film industry in India is USD 3 billion and India 

continues to rank on top when it comes to theatrical admissions with around 14 

million Indians going to the cinema every day. Hollywood releases In India have 

started to routinely cross the INR 1 billion mark, the standard figure for box office 

success in India. The traffic to India indeed flows via multiple vehicles of 

opportunity. 

From wider distribution to exhibition infrastructure, India's film sector is full of 

potential dollars for the discerning cinema investor. In this cover story report, All 

Lights Film Magazine presents India's billion dollar film market, revenue 

possibilities, shortcomings and the emergence of a unified platform-Indywood.
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he Hollywood blockbuster 

Titanic directed by James 

Cameron and starring 

Leonardo di Caprio and Kate Winslet 

made nearly 550 million INR (USD 8 

million) in India in 1997. The Jon 

Favreau directed Jungle Book 

released last year, made a whooping 

USD 28 million. By Indian box office 

standards, both movies are huge hits 

in India. But the more important 

statistic here is the revenue growth 

over a 20 year period. 350%! 

Till date seven Hollywood movies 

have crossed the 1 billion INR mark. 

The positive thing here is that there 

has not necessarily been a need to 

alter content just to suit Indian 

tastes. Instead a brushing up of the 

presentation style has made all the 

difference. Add to this the rise of 

social media, fan clubs and online 

promotions, which have together 

created a medium for easy public 

outreach. 

And today, there's a reason why 

more Hollywood production houses 

are flocking to India, and in some 

cases even pre-releasing movies to 

coincide with holiday breaks in 

India.  This positive change has 

thrown up some interesting trends 

worth studying for foreign 

production houses looking to tap the 

Indian film market. 

1) Indians love action movies and 

rightly so, the audience has warmed 

up to Hollywood movies, especially 

in the action-adventure genre. Of the 

15 biggest Hollywood grossers in the 

Indian BO, Titanic is the only one 

that falls slightly outside this genre.

Distribution rights and improved 

revenue sharing along with the 

sudden rise in number of multiplex 

screens have made Hollywood 

movies accessible to the urban 

Indian. From 2005 to 2017, India 

added over half of its total multiplex 

screens totaling 2200. This number is 

expected to touch 3000 by the end of 

this decade, in line with the sector's 

CAGR of 13.5% . The total number of 

screens, including in multiplex and 

single screen theatres, comes to 

around 9000.

It is still significantly lower than 

USA’s and China's 40,000 screens 

respectively. And therein lies the 

potential too. As the highest theatre 

going nation in the world, there are 

far fewer screens per million people 

in India. Film critic Shreedhar Pillai 

had quoted earlier that, "India is 

extremely under-indexed as far as 

the theatrical channel is concerned. 

We have about 3-4 crore paying 

consumers out of a 120-crore 

population and less than 10,000 

screens for them."

2) Films that were once considered 

strictly for multiplex audiences today 

cater to even people in tier-2 and 3 

towns thanks to dubbing and sub-

titling. Universal Pictures which 

introduced dubbing in Tamil and 

Telugu languages for Furious 7 and 

Jurassic World, enjoyed the most 

success in the Indian market by 

cashing in on this value addition. 
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Hollywood studios have been able to 

take their content to the common 

man by dubbing in India's many 

regional languages. Super-modern 

editing suites which allow for multi-

language dubbing are yet to sprout 

up across India, despite the demand 

for them being huge. Mr. Sohan Roy, 

Founding Chairman of Indywood 

Film Carnival and member-IATAS, 

whose Project Indywood aims to 

infuse $10 billion into the Indian 

film industry opined, "Dubbing 

studios that can simultaneously 

handle multi-languages is a great 

investment idea, and will propel 

foreign films to even the remotest 

corner of the country."

Consider these statistics. The Jungle 

Book earned 58% of its revenue in 

India from its versions dubbed in 

Indian languages. That figure was 

upwards of 45% for the movie 

Avengers: Age of Ultron. Hollywood 

having realized this market has made 

dubbing a regular practice, and 

nearly 40 percent of English releases 

in India are today dubbed in at least 

one local language.

3) A more open approach by 

Hollywood studios without worrying 

too much about piracy and theatrical 

standards has contributed to a surge 

in popularity and earnings. The 

revenue share of Hollywood movies 

in the local box office is over 10%. 

This is a rise of over 90% compared 

to the revenue figure in 2014. A 

significant number considering 

India's many regional film industries, 

and their annual productions. The 

Jungle Book remains the biggest 

grosser in India with USD 28 million, 

followed by Furious 7 at USD 26.2 

million. 

The case of Furious 7 further adds 

credence to this study. Hollywood 

films are usually exhibited only on 

DCI (Digital Cinema Initiatives)-

compliant theatres, limiting their 

release in a country like India where 

the scale is tipped heavily in favor of 

non-DCI screens. This is because 

most of the Indian regional movies 

are not limited by DCI restrictions, 

and so theatre owners do not see the 

need to upgrade to adapt to the 

demands of Hollywood movies. 

Universal though bucked the trend, 

choosing not to restrict the screening 

of Furious 7 to DCI screens. Their 

gamble paid off, and they raked in 

millions. 

So has Hollywood finally found the 

recipe for success in a country like 

India, where people's interests in 

culture, art and entertainment differ 

from state-to-state? 

If the box office trend of 2017 is 

anything to go by, atleast the 

American film industry has started 

to get its feet on solid ground. By 

taking extra effort to localize its 

content without affecting its brand 

of movie making, top Hollywood 

grossers in India have learnt over the 

years that the way to make money in 

India is by being Indian. 
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Action movies, especially the ones under 

the superhero genre, are followed ardently 

by urban Indians.

Titanic which released in 1997 earned $8 

million in India. Jungle Book released in 

2016 and made $28 million.

India has a total of 9000 screens, including 

2200 of them in multiplexes. 

Universal Studios is the first major 

Hollywood studio to release its movie, 

Furious 7, on non-DCI compliant screens in 

India. 
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Action movies, especially the ones under 

the superhero genre, are followed ardently 

by urban Indians.

Titanic which released in 1997 earned $8 

million in India. Jungle Book released in 

2016 and made $28 million.

India has a total of 9000 screens, including 

2200 of them in multiplexes. 

Universal Studios is the first major 

Hollywood studio to release its movie, 

Furious 7, on non-DCI compliant screens in 

India. 
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espite 14 million Indians going 

to the cinemas every day, India 

has only around 10,000 screens. 

Of this, just 1500 are DCI-compliant 

screens. With Hollywood releases 

grabbing a bigger share of the domestic 

market, the time is ripe to invest in new 

state-of-the-art-screens, dubbing studios, 

subtitling services etc. In a quick chat 

with Sohan Roy, Hollywood Director, 

member-IATAS and Founding Chairman 

of the $10 billion Project Indywood, All 

Lights Film Magazine brings to you his 

views on the business of cinema 

exhibition, investing in India and cashing 

in on India's billion dollar film market.

1. India's exhibition sector has much 

scope for improvement. How does 

Project Indywood plan to scale it?

India is currently backed by 10,000+ 

theatre screens and a huge viewership 

contributing USD 8.1 billion to the 

country's economy and a diverse 

cinematic culture. To provide 

extraordinary cinema viewing  avenues, 

Project Indywood aims to revamp the 

screening facilities in country. AriesPlex, 

considered India's first landmark 

multiplex incorporated with 4K twin 

projectors, DMAX 3D and 64 Channel 

Dolby ATMOS technology is one of the 

best examples of the project. Buoyed by 

its success, Project Indywood now aims 

to add over 10,000 theatre screens and 

100,000 home theatre screens to meet 

the growing consumer demand for world-

class viewing experience by the year 

2020. 

2. What are the prospects for potential 

investors in setting up VFX studios, 

theatres, sound mixing studios etc?

The prospects are huge. We Indians love 

movies and are equally fanatical about 

our stars too. Fortunately people have 

started to realize that Indian Cinema is 

more than just "Bollywood". We have 

20+ regional languages which produce 

great quality content and have a bigger 

following, not just in India but in other 

parts of the world too. For a country 

which produces around 3000 movies 

annually, it is obvious that we require a 

huge number of VFX studios, theatres, 

mixing studios etc. to cater this demand. 

There is also requirement for 1000 4D 

theatres and 500 advanced giant screens, 

and foreign investors should take 

advantage of this opportunity. 

3.  In recent years, Hollywood has 

started to gain traction in India thanks 

to dubbing and subtitling. How can 

India benefit infrastructure wise?

 With Hollywood dubbing its movies in 

various regional languages, English 

language movies have expanded their 

reach to the remotest towns in our 

country. This inflow should nudge India 

to build more sophisticated studios, hire 

better talent and implement modern 

technology which can enhance the 

quality of movie exhibition. The gain 

from this sector will further inspire 

domestic investors in setting up theatres 

complying with international standards 

such as DCI.

4. What is going to be the biggest 

challenge for Hollywood in India in the 

coming years? How can the industry 

overcome it?

 2016 was undoubtedly a remarkable year 

for Hollywood in India, with movies like 

Captain America, Avengers, Fast and 

Furious 7 etc. raking in the dollars thanks 

to regional dubbing and subtitling. It also 

helped that a trend has been set of not 

restricting the content to DCI compliant 

theatres. Despite all this, lack of 

exhibition centres in the country can 

pose a big challenge for Hollywood. With 

relatively less threat of piracy, releasing 

movies online and on other digital 

platforms should be seen as an option to 

overcome this drawback.
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BRIDGING THE EAST AND THE WEST

L E A D I N G S T O R Y

I
ndia is a country known for its 

rich culture, traditional values, 

picturesque locations and more 

importantly the love of its people for 

movies! It is considered among the oldest 

and largest film industries in the world.  

As per statistics, India produces nearly 

3000 films annually in 20+ different 

regional languages, a figure even US 

cannot compete with. It also ranks No: 1 

in terms of theatrical admissions.

With a huge population base and a movie 

fanatical audience, India is also reckoned 

as the world's highest grossing territory 

in theatrical revenue. But it still lags 

behind global standards in terms of 

quality of distribution and exhibition of 

films, mainly due to its disintegrated 

film organisations, cultural and language 

barriers and archaic norms. Alarming 

though, is the inadequate number of 

theatres to exhibit the very movies 

produced by the country.  

China boasts of 38,000 active screens 

while, at last count, India had about 

9,000. While China adds about 8 screens 

per day and nearly 2,000 per year, India 

adds less than 100 screens a year. This of 

course presents an opportunity to 

potential investors, many of who are still 

shy to make their way into this untapped 

market.

The 10 Billion USD 'Project Indywood' is 

the key to bridge this gap and form a 

common ground for all film artists, 

filmmakers, producers and directors to 

meet, discuss and get involved in 

creating quality content for audiences 

across the world. Envisaged by Mr. Sohan 

Roy, founding chairman, Hollywood 

Director and member - IATAS, Project 

Indywood aims to bring comprehensive 

and innovative changes in production, 

screening and marketing strategies as 

well as the business model of Indian 

Cinema. 

01-04 D ECEMBER 2017

TM

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

To initiate $10 Billion investments in 

India by a consortium of 2000 

Corporate Firms & NRI Investors in 5 

years, through 10,000 new 4K 

Projection Multiplex Screens, 100,000 

2K Projection Home Cinemas, Film 

Studios, Animation/VFX studios and 

Film Schools conforming to 

international standards

To set up First Film Carnival in the 

World with Film Festival, Film 

Market, Red Carpets, Awards, 

Entertainments, Theme park, Talent 

Hunt, Excellence Awards, 

Conferences, Panel Discussions, 

Network Parties, Investor meets etc to 

promote Film Tourism

To promote the concept of Film 

Tourism by bringing in international 

film projects, industrial delegates and 

tourists

To bring Indian Film Industry 

superior to Hollywood in terms of 

revenue

To have the World's largest Film 

Festival, Film Market & International 

award functions in India within 5 

years

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

To form India based 'World Film 

Society' to operate as the integration 

hub of the world film industry and its 

associations

To launch international Co-Production 

Projects from India using Indian 

talents to attract foreign investment 

into India

Create 100,000 job opportunities in 

the Animation, VFX, 2D-3D 

Conversion, VR & AR fields

To establish copyright protection and 

anti-piracy measures in India to 

support the film and music industry

To introduce the concept of CSR 

movies in India, to support debutant 

directors & producers in the domain

To have the World's largest Film 

School, Animation School & Media 

School in India within 5 years

To introduce latest technologies while 

promoting research & development in 

film industry equipment 

manufacturing and consumables as 

part of 'Make in India' policy

Mission

INDYWOOD FILM CARNIVAL
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over 2500 finalists shall compete in 22 

different categories and much more. 

Indywood Film Carnival 2017 has also 

undertaken a mammoth task of acting as 

a confluence for different stakeholders to 

network and create meaningful 

collaborations through its NRI 

Billionaires Club and Investors 

Consortium.

As the core of this $10 billion visionary 

project, the investors shall bring with 

them not just funds, but also the know-

how and connections to initiate 

comprehensive and innovative changes 

in the production, screening and 

marketing strategies as well as the 

business model of Indian Cinema. The 

$10 billion investment from the 

consortium shall be spent on Theatres, 

Studios, Movie Production, Equipment 

Manufacturing and Talent Schools/ 

Agency. NRI Billionaires Club will be the 

first ever formal organisation of 

Billionaires formed to make a consortium 

and Club through which many Business 

Models shall evolve with the 

simultaneous creation of job 

opportunities.

The $25 million 3D project - Burning 

Wells, based on the infamous Kuwait war 

of 1990 was the first Mega International 

co-production deal to be launched at the 

event. Looking at all aspects, the 2016 

event was 10 times bigger than the 

maiden event in terms of attendance of 

delegates, quality of events and investor 

representatives. 

The 3rd edition of Indywood Film 

Carnival shall surpass the success story 

of its forerunners by becoming a 'holy 

destination' for Indian and International 

film industry experts and investors. 

Scheduled under the patronage of the 

Chief Minister of the Indian state of 

Telangana, Shri. K. Chandrasekhar Rao, 

the event shall showcase 115 movies 

from 70+ countries, witness the 

presence of 300 exhibitors, 5000 trade 

delegates, 500+ potential investors, 300 

international dealmakers, Special 

Country Pavilions, Regional Pavilions, 

Workshops & Seminars, Panel discussions 

& Conferences, Project launches, Red 

carpet & Networking evenings, Beauty 

pageant, Excellence awards in 8 

categories, Indywood Talent Hunt where 

The Third Edition: Start 

of a new Era
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Indywood Film Carnival 

- The Ultimate Film 

Fiesta in the World
Indywood started its remarkable journey 

with its flagship events, All Lights India 

International Film Festival (ALIIFF) and 

Indywood Film Market (IFM) in 2015 at 

Cochin. With a fairly remarkable 

response from the audience, the event 

grew to become the world's largest film 

carnival in 2016. Since 2016, the event is 

being organised at the world's biggest 

film studio, Ramoji Film Studio at 

Hyderabad. The carnival constitutes 15 

major path breaking events. 

With the participation of 2700 delegates 

from 73 countries, presence of over 200 

investors, 110 exhibitors, 25 film 

associations, 20 film commission & 

Tourism Boards, 50 International Buyers 

and Sales Agents, 40 sessions conducted 

by 150+ panellists, 135 film screenings, 

500+ companies, 300+ international 

awards, 500+ student participation and 

over 10,000 footfalls, the carnival also 

became a gateway for foreign investors, 

filmmakers and talented artists to come 

together and make use of new 

opportunities. 

HYDERABAD
IND IA

VENUE

Since inception, Indywood has become a representative 

platform for showcasing the entire gamut of cinema 

making, ranging from pre-production to skill development, 

production, technical support, post-production, 

distribution, marketing and release, among other. 

Surprisingly, in an immensely short span of 

time, a whooping INR 1000 crore ($150 

million)  investment was injected into the 

Indian eco-system by one of its renowned 

guests and NRI billionaire, Mr. B. R. Shetty, 

Executive Vice-Chairman and CEO of Abu 

Dhabi Based NMC Group. His magnum 

opus on Mahabharata, an adaptation of 

renowned Indian writer MT Vasudevan 

Nair's Jnanpeeth award winning novel 

"Randamoozham" (The Second Turn), shall 

soon start its pre-production. It is hoped that 

many more investors shall follow the suit of Dr. Shetty 

and bring their expertise and investment to explore and 

create new revolutions in this sunrise industry.

Designed truly in line with honourable Prime Minister of India 

FROM 
A VISION 
TO STARK 
REALITY

Narendra Modi's 'Make in India' policy, Indywood not 

only aims to integrate the fragmented Indian film industry 

but envisions to explore new avenues of marketing for Indian 

cinema, initiate global networking, pave way for foreign 

investment and meaningful collaborations, encourage 

tourism and most importantly make Indian 

Cinema No: 1 in all aspects.

With time Indian Cinema has created a 

niche for itself in the global film circuit by 

starting its process of reawakening and 

identifying its highs and lows. This self-

evaluation today has now led to improved 

box office numbers, growing fan base and 

churning up of quality content.  Indywood 

is that added push which shall steadily 

bring along these players together to revive 

Indian Cinema.

This concept is not just a vision but a major milestone for 

the Indian film Industry, a remarkable dream which has the 

potential to become a 'Game Changer' for the Indian Film 

Fraternity.
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Email: tourism@indywood.co.in

PLAN YOUR NEXT 

HOLIDAY 
TO CINEMATIC SHOOT LOCATIONS, 

FILM CITIES, MOVIE STUDIOS 
AND MUCH MORE. 

A speciality offering of 

Project Indywood
www.indywoodfilmtourism.com

is a unique concept that combines the magic of 

cinema with the adventure of travel. Our curated 

travel packages balance the entertainment and 

leisurely expectations of travelers. Itineraries 

include visits to shooting locales, film cities, movie 

studios, archives, museums and exhibitions with 

ample opportunity to network with stakeholders of 

the Indian film industry. 

Why Travel With us:
Visit exquisite locales only seen in movies

Explore the unseen faces of popular destinations

Understand the science behind film-making

Mix popular education with travel

Interact with industry professionals

Experience travel entertainment of a different kind

Select tailor made packages suited to your interests
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What according to you makes Iceland a 

preferred shooting destination for 

production companies across the world?

There are a number of good reasons why 

Iceland is a preferred location but I think 

that the most important reason is that 

Iceland gives a great creative value to 

films shot here. The nature in Iceland 

gives this big wow factor that Directors 

are always looking out for. Moreover, 

most of the spectacular locations are in 

close proximity to one another, which 

greatly reduces transportation costs. 

Iceland also has outstanding production 

service companies holding great 

experience in having worked with the 

top most Hollywood directors. Further, 

we have several rental companies that 

carry all the gear you require. Lastly, the 

government is offering a 25% rebate on 

production costs in Iceland.

Can you brief us on the special 

rebates/programs introduced?

The rebate system in Iceland is simple 

and effective and has been in place since 
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2001. Currently, the Icelandic 

government is offering a 25% rebate on 

production cost incurred in Iceland. The 

process is as follows. You need to form a 

company in Iceland for the production, 

and all costs should be run through that 

company and when the production is 

finished the company is closed, an 

accounting firm validates the amount 

and sends it to the Ministry. The process 

is simple and transparent. Like in other 

European countries there is an 

expectation that the movie should 

promote the country, its nature, culture 

or history. 

Other than the above special schemes, 

how can a filmmaker/producer benefit 

from shooting in Iceland?

In addition to the numerous benefits 

such as unique nature, skilled crew 

members, the city of Reykjavik and the 

fishing villages, Iceland offers post-

production facilities and large scale film 

support services.  Also, films and 

television programmes made in Iceland 

receive European content status and are 

classified as European material when 

released in Europe. This thus does not 

affect any quotas on the release of non-

European content material in Europe. 

Moreover Iceland is a member of 

Eurimages, the Film Fund of the 

European Council, and the MEDIA 

Program of the European Union, which 

offer various grants and supports. 

Do you have any special strategies to 

penetrate the Indian Film Industry, which 

is the world's largest film producing 

nation?

 Iceland holds experience from working 

with Indian and Asian projects. We have 

had meetings in the past with production 

companies in Hyderabad, Mumbai and 

Chennai. Indywood will certainly give us 

an opportunity and platform to further 

ICELANDICELAND

I

Where Fables 
are for Real
Where Fables 
are for Real
Where Fables 
are for Real

n the popular TV show Game of 

Thrones, fire and ice are shown 

as two sides of the same coin. 

Not many landscapes exist in the world 

which can depict this bipolar state of 

existence convincingly on screen. But for 

a country like Iceland known to harbour 

fire and ice with equal ease, showcasing 

such a setting is akin to a walk in the 

park. 

With stunning landscapes and 

spectacular climatic conditions, Iceland's 

magical realism has made it a popular 

tourism and shooting destination in 

recent times. A favourite locale among 

both Western and Eastern movie 

production houses, the island nation is 

conveniently located between Europe 

and North America in the North Atlantic 

Ocean. 

From location scouting to pre-

production, Iceland provides 

its best and cost-effective 

services to filmmakers and 

producers across the globe.

In an exclusive interview with 

All Lights Film Magazine, Mr. 

Einar Hansen Tomasson, Film 

Commissioner, Iceland, brings 

you everything you've wanted 

to know about the country, the 

recent developments and 

strategies implemented to 

attract filmmakers and why 

you as a filmmaker have much 

to discover at Iceland. 

Iceland is a Nordic island nation 
defined by a dramatic landscape 

consisting of volcanoes, geysers, hot 
springs and lava fields. Massive 

glaciers are protected in Vatnajökull 
and Snæfellsjökull national parks and 

most of the population lives in the 
capital, Reykjavik, which runs on 

geothermal power 

Population: 334,252 

l Most of JRR Tolkien's works including Lord of The Rings and The Hobbit 

derive inspiration from Iceland, its language, terrain and folk culture. 

l Game of Thrones has used Iceland in all of their series. Other popular 

movies shot here include Fast and Furious 8, Star Wars, Interstellar, Thor, 

Black Mirror, Oblivion, The Secret Life of Walter Mitty and many more. 

G K T r i v i a 

M o v i e T r i v i a
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showcase Iceland to the Indian film 

fraternity. 

Some of the Asian projects already shot 

in Iceland are: Kung Fu Yoga (2017), 

Dilwale  (2015), Brundaavana (2013), 

Naayak  (2012), Namo Venkatesha (2010), 

Aadhavan (2009) etc.

Which are some of your most famous 

shooting locales?

Film makers love the diversity of the 

Icelandic scenery, where you can have a 

glacier, black deserts, dormant volcanoes, 

big waterfalls and lakes, rivers and 

sulphur mountains, glaciers, lagoons and 

shallow water, all very close to each 

other. That gives the producers immense 

opportunities and freedom to make 

outstanding movies.

Any special message for our readers? 

Iceland is perhaps the opposite of India 

but like the people of India we love 

movies and make movies. We are small 

in population but a large country with 

endless opportunities that can create a 

magical world of adventures. 

Mr. Einar Hansen TomassonMr. Einar Hansen Tomasson

D E S T I N A T I O N F O C U S D E S T I N A T I O N F O C U S
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SOUTH 
KOREA

For the 
Love of Cinema

What are the incentives open to 

international productions?

There is upto 25% cash rebate on 
production costs for film & TV 
productions shot in Seoul. The Cap at 
100,000,000 KRW (approx. 100,000 USD) 
can be lifted for projects with 
extraordinary high marketing value. 
There is also a support program that 
provides the cost of Seoul location 
scouting for directors, assistant directors, 
producers, cinematographers, production 
designers or location managers of 
international projects planning to shoot 
in Seoul including airline tickets, 
accommodation, domestic location 
coordination and a rental car. 
Additionally, there is infrastructure & 
filming support. www.filmkorea.or.kr, 
has an online database featuring a 
location database and an industry 
directory and basic info on shooting in 
Korea.

What are the ways in which a 

foreign film producer may shoot 

films in Korea?

There are 4 means. (1) Establishment of 
Liaison Office (2) Establishment of 
Corporation in Korea (3) Co-production 
with Korean Production Company (4) 
Cases Involving Receipt of Production 
Services Only.

What is the criterion for foreign 

films to apply for these rebates?

Eligible works include Feature films, 
television series (dramas or shows) and 
documentaries produced by a foreign 
production company, in which foreign 
capital's participation in the production 
cost exceeds 80%. Eligible works must 
spend no less than 100 million 
KRW(approx. 100,000 USD) in Korea for 
production costs . They must receive 

approval from KOFIC who shall evaluate 
the following three factors: (1) the degree 
to which the work creates tourism 
opportunities ("tourism creation"); (2) the 
degree to which the work contributes to 
the Korean film industry's capacities, 
("capacities contribution"); and (3) the 
extent to which foreign capital 
participates in the work ("foreign 
producer participation").

How can international filmmakers 

meet Korean co-producers?

There are several windows of 
opportunities to reach Korean producers 
when you need to find local production 
partners. You may directly contact 
producers' associations, set up business 
meetings at film festivals' project 
markets, or participate in KOFIC's co-
production support programs. Here are a 
few key suggestions you might want to 
consider.

What is KOFIC's KO-PRODUCTION 

all about?

KO-PRODUCTION is a blended 
abbreviation of 'Korea' and 'Co-
Production', and is KOFIC's support 
program helping international Korean co-
productions and enhancing bilateral 
collaboration between the countries 
involved. Initially conceived as a Korea-
China Biz Camp in 2006, KO-
PRODUCTION has expanded its territory 
to Japan, France and as of 2016 
integrated all of its events under a new 
umbrella dubbed KO-PRODUCTION. 

s the 7th largest film market in the world, Korea boasts of a strong 
infrastructure for film productions backed by government support 
programs and private investments. With 10 film commissions in 

place, the country strongly encourages international co-productions and 
has dedicated film sets and studios in a wide range of sizes as well as full 
post-production laboratories, sound and digital imagery facilities. The 
comparative price level of its services is ranked near the bottom among 
other OECD countries.

In an e-mail interview with All Lights Film Magazine, the Korean Film 
Council speaks about their country's offerings, incentives and 
infrastructure for foreign production houses.

A

Organized by KOFIC, it is an array of 
industrial events including project 
pitching sessions, seminars, producers' 
workshops, business meetings, and post-
production showcases.

Much has been said about Korea's 

strong network of 10 regional film 

commissions. How are they helpful 

to international productions?

As of 2016, the ten regional film 
commissions cover all major cities and 
provinces, providing film-friendly 
environment for film productions. These 
film commissions assist productions in 
obtaining film permits, serve as a liaison 
between production companies and 
shooting locations, arrange traffic 
control, human resources hire and 
provide other miscellaneous assistance. 
Some film commissions operate 
equipment rentals, studios and post 
production facilities as well. 

Can you elaborate on Visual 

Content Funds in Korea?

These are funds managed by venture 
capital firms who work as sub-investors 
serving a significant role as financial 
investors in Korean film productions. 
Generally, they cover up to 40% of the 
production costs. The current state of the 
Visual Content Investment Funds are 
classified under Investment & 
Distribution Companies(Main Investors), 
Investment Funds, Financial Institutions 
and Miscellaneous Private Investors.
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television news channel for 

promoting cinema and film 

industry news is a unique idea. 

INDYWOOD TV, the world's first 

dedicated English Film News Channel 

aims at integrating different language 

film industries onto a common platform. 

The news channel is part of the visionary 

USD 10 Billion Project Indywood to 

support and uphold the Indian and 

global cinema industry.

World over, non -English films are 

finding recognition for their realistic 

stories and filmmaking techniques that 

stay loyal to the local cultural fabric. Such 

films infused with regional color are a 

novelty for film audiences. 

INDYWOOD TV is presently live on the 

web as a Youtube channel, and has 

touched a viewership of 55 million in 
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less than 100 days. The channel is all set 

to go on-air as a 24 hour channel once 

the technical-satellite installations are 

completed. Meanwhile, web streaming 

will cater to the needs of all film 

professionals and viewers across the 

world. 

The idea of creating such a channel is to 

unite all the regional film industries in 

the world. Nowadays, content 

distribution and reach are equally 

important as content quality, for a film to 

attain economic parity. Hollywood and a 

few Western film industries have been 

able to do it well down the years, but the 

same cannot be said of movie industries 

everywhere. Publicity support via 

Indywood TV's wide network will also 

inspire filmmakers to upgrade their 

technical excellence to match the global 

standards set by Hollywood productions. 

Indywood TV will have an array of film 

promotional programs, celebrity chat 

shows, film industry and technology 

related news bulletins, box office 

collection reports from all regions and 

film related programmes to inform and 

entertain the new age viewers.  Films of 

all languages will get the support from 

this new platform. 

An expert panel of experienced 

journalists, film industry professionals 

and film organizations are behind the 

channel to support and coordinate the 

new venture. 

The promotion and sales of regional 

contents in international market, 

exchange of local technologies and 

manpower, global networking of major 

Publicize through Indywood TV

Indywood TV is offering promotion of all language films, via its upcoming 

television channel to be beamed across the world, on a day to day basis. Any 

film professional can utilize this opportunity to promote their works through 

the new channel. Just send your FILM PROMOTIONAL ARTICLES, FILM 

CLIPPINGS, LOCATION REPORTS, TRAILERS, SONGS, ALBUM SONGS and 

any other cinema related contents/programs etc via Google Drive or Weshare 

to the below mentioned Email id. 

Please ensure that all the credits and details are included along with the 

collateral sent to us. You can also send your visual content (Preferably HD 

Quality) along with detailed descriptions / news matter and technicians list 

(in English) to the below Address. Please ensure that you include the telecast 

permission of the attached film contents. 

The Executive Editor, Indywood TV, 

Aries Telecasting Pvt. Ltd., BCG Towers, Opp. CSEZ, Kakkanad, 

Kochi 682037, Kerala, India, Email: newseditor@indywood.tv

Tel: +91-484-408 1555 Extn. 350 Mob: +91-9539008994.

https://www.facebbok.com/indywoodtv

Programme Agenda

The channel shall telecast film 

industry based news bulletins, 

location reports, shooting and 

screening updates, collection 

reports, interviews with stars as 

well as professionals behind the 

camera, introduction of new 

talents, Hollywood and other 

industry reports, cultural 

programmes, film reviews, 

independent films, 

documentaries etc.

To view the channel, 
scan the QR code below:

A

production houses and collaborative 

ventures making use of local talents are 

some of the key aspects of the project.  

Indywood TV aims to explore new 

avenues of marketing for Indian cinema. 

The promotion and sales of regional 

contents to international market, 

exchange of local technologies and 

manpower, global networking of major 

production houses and collaborative 

ventures making use of local talents are 

some of the other key aspects of the 

project. 
-SOHAN ROY SK 

(The writer is a Hollywood Director and the Founding 

Chairman of the $10 billion Project Indywood. He also holds 

the position of EDITOR IN CHIEF, INDYWOOD TV.
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global cinema industry.

World over, non -English films are 

finding recognition for their realistic 

stories and filmmaking techniques that 

stay loyal to the local cultural fabric. Such 

films infused with regional color are a 

novelty for film audiences. 

INDYWOOD TV is presently live on the 

web as a Youtube channel, and has 

touched a viewership of 55 million in 
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less than 100 days. The channel is all set 

to go on-air as a 24 hour channel once 

the technical-satellite installations are 

completed. Meanwhile, web streaming 

will cater to the needs of all film 

professionals and viewers across the 

world. 

The idea of creating such a channel is to 

unite all the regional film industries in 

the world. Nowadays, content 

distribution and reach are equally 

important as content quality, for a film to 

attain economic parity. Hollywood and a 

few Western film industries have been 

able to do it well down the years, but the 

same cannot be said of movie industries 

everywhere. Publicity support via 

Indywood TV's wide network will also 

inspire filmmakers to upgrade their 

technical excellence to match the global 

standards set by Hollywood productions. 

Indywood TV will have an array of film 

promotional programs, celebrity chat 

shows, film industry and technology 

related news bulletins, box office 

collection reports from all regions and 

film related programmes to inform and 

entertain the new age viewers.  Films of 

all languages will get the support from 

this new platform. 

An expert panel of experienced 

journalists, film industry professionals 

and film organizations are behind the 

channel to support and coordinate the 

new venture. 

The promotion and sales of regional 

contents in international market, 

exchange of local technologies and 

manpower, global networking of major 

Publicize through Indywood TV

Indywood TV is offering promotion of all language films, via its upcoming 

television channel to be beamed across the world, on a day to day basis. Any 

film professional can utilize this opportunity to promote their works through 

the new channel. Just send your FILM PROMOTIONAL ARTICLES, FILM 

CLIPPINGS, LOCATION REPORTS, TRAILERS, SONGS, ALBUM SONGS and 

any other cinema related contents/programs etc via Google Drive or Weshare 

to the below mentioned Email id. 

Please ensure that all the credits and details are included along with the 

collateral sent to us. You can also send your visual content (Preferably HD 

Quality) along with detailed descriptions / news matter and technicians list 

(in English) to the below Address. Please ensure that you include the telecast 

permission of the attached film contents. 

The Executive Editor, Indywood TV, 

Aries Telecasting Pvt. Ltd., BCG Towers, Opp. CSEZ, Kakkanad, 

Kochi 682037, Kerala, India, Email: newseditor@indywood.tv

Tel: +91-484-408 1555 Extn. 350 Mob: +91-9539008994.

https://www.facebbok.com/indywoodtv

Programme Agenda

The channel shall telecast film 

industry based news bulletins, 

location reports, shooting and 

screening updates, collection 

reports, interviews with stars as 

well as professionals behind the 

camera, introduction of new 

talents, Hollywood and other 

industry reports, cultural 

programmes, film reviews, 

independent films, 

documentaries etc.

To view the channel, 
scan the QR code below:

A

production houses and collaborative 

ventures making use of local talents are 

some of the key aspects of the project.  

Indywood TV aims to explore new 

avenues of marketing for Indian cinema. 

The promotion and sales of regional 

contents to international market, 

exchange of local technologies and 

manpower, global networking of major 

production houses and collaborative 

ventures making use of local talents are 

some of the other key aspects of the 

project. 
-SOHAN ROY SK 

(The writer is a Hollywood Director and the Founding 

Chairman of the $10 billion Project Indywood. He also holds 

the position of EDITOR IN CHIEF, INDYWOOD TV.
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atvia as a film destination has 

all the ingredients that a 

filmmaker could ever dream of. 

Distinct seasons, unexplored locales and 

a greatly supporting government. As this 

small country located in North Eastern 

Europe increases the pace of its local film 

industry, it has started looking for 

international collaborations to further its 

potential. 

In an e-mail interview with All Lights 

Magazine, Vilnis Kalnaellis, CEO of Rija 

Films, one of the leading production 

houses in Latvia, shares his thoughts 

about the country, incentives for foreign 

filmmakers and future plans. 

Can you brief us on the various   

activities of your firm?

Rija Films (www.rijafilms.lv) was founded 

in 1995 and since then has taken part in 

more than 50 international co-production 

and cooperation projects. Its core 

activities include production, 

distribution and sales for animation, 

documentaries and fictions. We also have 

our own sound studio and stage, and 

down the years have provided services 

for the local market in cooperation with 

Deluxe , Paramount, Sony, DreamWorks, 

20th Century Fox International, 

Universal etc. 

There is a need to 
increase public support 
for co-production 
with non-EU countries 
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What according to you are the major 

challenges faced by the Latvian Film 

Industry today?

It has to be our limited access to 

countries outside the European Union. 

There is need to increase public support 

for co-production with non-EU countries. 

What are the advantages for film      

makers to shoot in Latvia?

There are countless reasons why it's 

worth shooting a film in Latvia: 

• There are two incentive schemes to 

choose from with a total of up to 25% co-

financing; 

•  Unique landscape and ideal locations 

for movie shoots of all genres.

•  Latvia can easily double up to 

resemble any European city 

•  Highly competitive production costs 

•  Experienced English-speaking crews

•  Ease and flexibility in securing 

shooting permits and access to locations 

•  Well connected by air, land or sea to 

the biggest cities around the world 

•  Four distinct seasons

•  Access to Eurimages funding

Can you name some famous shooting 

locales of Latvia? Which one is your 

personal favourite and why?

The capital city of Riga is a beautiful 

place to shoot, and my personal favourite 

too. The city has several cultural layers 

and is only a 2 hour flight from London, 

Paris, and Moscow. There are several 

undiscovered filmmaking locations  and 

the city has been included in UNESCO 

World heritage list for its medieval and 

Art Nouveau architecture buildings 

constructed from wood. 

What are upcoming projects in your 

kitty?

There is an animation feature film which 

is a Latvian and Luxembourg co-

production movie titled "Apple Pie 

Lullaby" by Reinis Kalnaellis. Then there 

is a documentary feature film titled "Tim 

Burton" by Tara Wood

How do you plan to take the first step 

towards entering the Indian Film 

Market?

A good start would be to show Latvian 

films in film festivals and Indian 

theatres. That will help create some 

awareness before we can plan bigger 

things.

L

FILM FESTIVALS
 DEC 2017 TO JUNE 2018

*courtesy World Film Society

December 1-4, 2017 All Lights India International Film Festival, 

Hyderabad, India

Dec 6-13, 2017 Dubai International Film Festival, Dubai

24 Jan - 4 Feb 2018 International Film Festival Rotterdam, 

Netherlands

26 Jan - Feb 05 2018 Goteborg International Film Festival, Sweden

Feb 25- Mar 2, 2018 Malaysia Film Festival, Malaysia

Feb 15-25, 2018 Berlin International Film Festival, Germany

Feb 15-25, 2018 Jameson Dublin International Film Festival, 

Ireland

March 9-18, 2018 Miami International Film Festival, USA

March 13-18, 2018 Diagonale, Austria

March 15-29, 2018 Vilnius International Film Festival, Lithuania

March 19-apr 5, 2018 Hong Kong International Film Festival, Hong Kong

May 1-6, 2018 Filmkunstfest Mecklenburg-vorpommerm, 

Schwerin, Germany

April 12 - 16, 2018 Boston International Film Festival, Usa

May 9-20, 2018 Cannes International Film Festival, France

June 7-18, 2018 Sydney Film Festival, Australia
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